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Sultan…and History 

 

Then, Sultan  passed away. 

He breathed his last, groaned silently and his writings seem clear on the cheeks of history. 
He was cramming his time with matters of history asking his books and papers, examining 
the documents. He wrote with the ink of patience, investigation and carefulness pages of 
the Yemeni history which has not treaded yet.  

Upon questioning leads you through the facts, events, dates and numbers which his mind 
contained for long years of search, acquaintance and rectification. He presents the 
bitterness and brightness of the history easily and with simplicity of the confident expert.   

He presented many things in the form of books including the Military History of Yemen, 
researched and examined in other issues related to history, and in his intent other projects 
growing in his mind but they have not seen the light yet.  

During his life, he devoted to the research in aspects of the Yemeni history mainly. He 
leaped, roamed, loved and traveled to some place that he thought he could find any line to 
illuminate the truth. Faith and love were his weapon and fund. He was not backed by any 
scientific foundation or the state's capability. It was his humble material abilities which 
could have been a restrainer to his ambition and knowledge. For certain, that increased 
more to his ability and perhaps that could leave in himself some pain and debacle. 
However, it was the incentive to continue and to light a candle in place of cursing the 
darkness.  

Sultan Nagi leaned on his patience, insistence and sadness, where in the last years he left 
his family, house and office which formed the main part of his life. When the pain and 
blood were the only available things in the life. He compelled to live in one of the hotels 
swallowing grief, angry and vagrancy at the end of his life. 

In that case, Sultan Nagi passed away…off the homeland seashore…and off the earth of 
homeland…He accepted to be taken by the desire of the last departure far from those who 
applaud their homeland and spirits and deform the history as well.    
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